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This issue contains a selection of papers that were originally presented
at the twenty-ninth and thirtieth Annual UK Performance Engineering Work-
shops (UKPEW), held in Loughborogh in July 2013 and Newcastle in Septem-
ber 2014 respectively. UKPEW has a long history of papers considering the
most current topics in performance modelling and analysis, with many exam-
ples of early explorations of developing issues. The papers here represent the
wide range of performance related topics, as well as the international origins
of the papers, which are presented at UKPEW.
The ﬁrst paper, by Stefanek et al concerns an approach to performance
modelling of high-throughput computing systems. The authors present a pop-
ulation continuous time Markov chain model based on traces of job execution
from a HTCondor system. The analysis, using ordinary diﬀerential equations,
is used to derive metrics for performance and energy consumption which show
generally good agreement with measurements from the real system.
Delamare et al have developed a simulation framework for the modelling
and evaluation of smart grid applications, used to deliver power to a neigh-
bourhood in a responsive manner. A number of simulation components are
implemented, including houses, neighbourhoods, power sources, power stor-
age, weather (which can aﬀect supply and demand), pricing and demand. A
case study is performed which demonstrates how the simulation can be used
to predict the power demanded form each source under diﬀerent conditions.
Gilmore and Reijsbergen present an analysis of vehicle location data from
bus services in the city of Edinburgh. The source data contains a signiﬁcant
number of errors, some of which are hard to detect, but which could signiﬁ-
cantly alter conclusions drawn from analysis. A number of visualisation and
validation techniques are introduced which allow anomolies and trends to be
observed in the data. A simulation is developed which builds on this data in
order to predict the departure rates for buses at stops along a speciﬁc route.
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Feng et al present a process algebraic approach to modelling both space
and time. A signiﬁcant feature of this algebra is the way in which agents
can cooperate in order to reach collective decisions, leading to collaborative
behaviour. The approach is illustrated by a leader-follower model under a
number of diﬀerent assumptions of follower behaviour. A number of diﬀer-
ent metrics are derived which show salient properties of the model and the
potential for further analysis.
Williams and Clark present an extension to the analysis available to the
Markovian process algebra PEPA. The aim here is to be able to eﬃciently ﬁnd
the optimal number of instances of components within a population model.
To facilitate this the analyst needs to be able to specify a cost function which
can be optimised. The approach has been implemented in the PEPA eclipse
plug-in and is illustrated through a case study of a network-based service.
Alzamil et al propose an architecture for energy and performance proﬁling
for cloud computing applications. A number of key performance metrics are
deﬁned in relation to the cloud model. The results of experiments are pre-
sented which show some of the cost and beneﬁts of scaling applications in the
cloud.
Chis and Harrison explore the use of hidden Markov models for online
learning of highly variable load on data storage devices. Variants of the pro-
posed model are evaluated on real traces and then used to form a Markov
modulated arrival process as part of a queueing model to predict waiting
times of I/O requests.
Pesu and Knottenbelt consider a problem which arises in distributed com-
putation whereby large tasks are shared across a number of resources and
the results recombined. The problem arises in the variation of execution of
the subtasks, which causes ineﬃciencies when the output is joined. A novel
algorithm to reduce this problem is proposed and evaluated against existing
algorithms in a theoretical queueing model setting.
Horva´th et al develop a canonical representation for order 3 discrete phase
type distributions. Phase type distributions are widely used in many types of
modelling in order to represent non-uniform behaviour in input and service
processes. Eight forms are presented to eﬃciently cover the class of order 3
distributions. The approach is evaluated through some numerical examples.
Nguyen et al propose a novel extension of a classical server allocation prob-
lem. In this model servers are allocated dynamically according to a number
of policies in response to varying demand. Unallocated servers power down
to conserve energy. A novel feature of this model is that servers might fail
when powering up or down, thus aﬀecting the number of available servers
at any time. A cost function is presented to investigate a trade-oﬀ between
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performance, availability and energy.
In the ﬁnal paper in this issue, Kamil and Thomas propose a novel Marko-
vian process algebra model of secure deployments of a workﬂow in a cloud
computing environment. This performance model is based on a pre-existing
case study which considered the use of an extended Bell-LaPaluda model to
distribute tasks between public and private clouds. The model is used to ﬁnd
the best performing option and to explore the scalability of the tasks deployed
to the public cloud.
Clearly this is a diverse set of papers, however there are a number of
common themes which highlight some of the key issues currently facing per-
formance modelling. These issues include eﬃcient speciﬁcations and analysis,
the modelling of large scale computing environments, the eﬃcient use of large
sets of trace data and the consideration of trade-oﬀs between performance and
energy. The papers in this issue therefore show that UKPEW continues to
explore the cutting edge of performance, just as it has done for the last 30
years.
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